CRISPR/CAS9: THE FUTURE OF
MEAT & DAIRY
THE EXCITING MOVE FROM PASTURE TO LAB

"Cultured meat is going to change the world,” Daan Luining, Founder and CTO, Meatable
CRISPR/Cas 9 from the microbial adaptive immune system facilitates a
pioneering method of genome engineering and has revolutionised the
world of genetics. This system has made it faster, cheaper, more efficient
and more accessible than ever to readily alter genetic material. The ability
to engineer biological systems and organisms holds enormous potential
for applications across basic science, medicine and biotechnology, but
this now includes food. Food has been pivotal in society since the
beginning of time and is now being reimagined entirely through
CRISPR/Cas9.

ANTIBIOTIC
USAGE

The world has rapidly grown in the past few decades, and with it the need
for accessible, rapid, large quantities of meat and dairy production. Animal
products make up a large majority of food consumed in Western diets. (11)
There are however several issues with modern food consumption and
food production processes. Protracted and persistent environmental and
social deterioration brought on by the continued high consumption of
animal products worldwide has led to climate change, biodiversity loss,
water stress, and water pollution.
CRISPR/Cas9 can help address these issues by providing a means for
faster, more efficient, less allergenic, and more sustainable meat and dairy
output.

“It’s going to change how we view meat, how food is produced, what type of food is being
produced, where it’s going to be produced, and what people will demand of it — on quality,
on texture, on taste, on nutrients.” Daan Luining.

CRISPR DAIRY:
Dairy is arguably one of the most culturally significant foods worldwide. In the United States the average
person consumes 297.1 kg of dairy products per year (16). Although dairy alternatives exist, few have been a
match for the characteristic flavour and nutritional profile of animal dairy. Dairy is one of the largest
contributors to greenhouse gasses and deforestation, making finding a suitable replacement a necessity.
Enter CRISPR Milk.
In terms of flavour and nutritional value, synthetic milk is quite similar to cows' milk, but it is produced
without using any actual animals. Instead, the crucial dairy proteins for flavour and texture are artificially
created in a lab away from any pastures where herds graze. When compared to milks made from nuts and
plants, it closely matches the taste and consistency of cows' milk and is similar to cow's milk in terms of
nutrient profile. Since no cows were used in the creation of this milk, it is also suitable for vegans. For people
who are lactose intolerant, synthetic milk is also an option. Lab milk can be created without lactose and it
won't give lactose-intolerant people the same reaction that cow's milk does. The manufacturing method is
drastically more environmentally friendly than dairy farming since there are no animals to maintain, less
waste products like manure and no vast land requirements for pasture or feed production. As there are no
longer any need for animals, it is also more ethical.

Milk’s protein is constituted by casein and whey. There are four main
proteins in the casein family found in milk; each being relatively small and
requiring no complicated 3D folding. Whey, is a definition used for milk’s
non-casein proteins, 90% of which is mostly made up of two proteins:
alphalactalbumin, which regulates lactose synthesis in cows and is
responsible for most of milks characteristic flavour profile; and betalactoglobulin. The remaining 10 per cent of whey consists of blood serum
proteins and antibodies (3).

HOW?
Each of the key milk proteins are well characterised and have a known
amino acid sequence which is easily converted into a DNA sequence (4).
This can then be inserted into yeast and bacteria using a CRISPR/Cas9
system, similar to how gene insertion is applied in therapeutic protein
production such as in insulin (5). Subsequent to protein synthesis in these
cell types, all that remains is to combine these proteins with water, sugars
and fats from plant-based oils with small, aromatic fatty acids, leaving the
final product, economical and environmentally friendly milk.

CRISPR MEAT:
An exponential explosion of meat alternatives has hit the market in the past 10 years but as with alternative
dairy options, many still fall below expectations. It’s very difficult to replicate the texture, flavour and
nutritional content of meat, so why try reinvent the wheel? Cultivating meat with CRISPR/Cas9 has the
potential to revolutionise meat production.
Cultivated meat, also known as cultured meat, is genuine animal meat that includes seafood and organ
meats, that is produced by cultivating animal cells directly. This form of manufacturing does away with the
necessity to breed animals for food. Because the cell types in cultured meat are the same or close to those
in animal tissues, the sensory and nutrient profiles of traditional meat can be accurately reproduced. The
field of cultured meat was developed after years of research in cell culture, stem cell biology, tissue
engineering, fermentation, and chemical and bioprocess engineering. A revolution in the meat and dairy
industry is here, as research across these fields is being done by hundreds of businesses and academic
institutions throughout the world in an effort to create a new paradigm for producing commodity meat
products on an industrial scale.
Commercial production is anticipated to be achieved without the use of antibiotics which also aids in
tackling the worlds’ overuse of these drugs. Since there is no risk of exposure to enteric bacteria, there
should be fewer instances of foodborne diseases. The $1.7 trillion traditional meat and seafood sector is
anticipated to lose considerable market share over the next few decades to cultured meat and other
alternative proteins. This change will reduce industrialized animal slaughter, antibiotic resistance, zoonotic
disease outbreaks, and deforestation caused by agriculture (14). It also removes any concern with animal
cruelty and welfare.

CULTIVATION PROCESS
The collection and storage of an animal's stem cells marks the beginning of the manufacturing process. Then,
these cells are expanded at high densities and volumes in bioreactors. The cells are fed an oxygen-rich cell
culture medium that contains essential nutrients including amino acids, glucose, vitamins, and inorganic
salts, and is supplemented with proteins and other growth factors, much like what occurs within an animal's
body. Immature cells are prompted to differentiate into the skeletal muscle, fat, and connective tissues that
make up meat by changes in the medium's composition, frequently in conjunction with cues from a
scaffolding structure.

After that, differentiated cells are collected, processed, and assembled into finished goods. Depending on
the type of meat being grown, this procedure usually takes 2 to 8 weeks. (15)
Cultivated meat offers a number of advantages over traditional animal agriculture due to its more effective
production process, including utilizing much less land and water, emitting significantly fewer greenhouse
gases, reducing pollution and eutrophication associated with agriculture; and eliminating the need for
animals therefore being more ethical. (15)
CRISPR/Cas9 can hasten the creation of cell lines appropriate for growing meat. Engineering cell lines can
have a significant impact on final product qualities like nutrition or the productivity or efficiency of the
production process. Genetic engineering or adaptation can both be used to develop cell lines. A cell line
must be serially sub-cultured under various conditions and subjected to selection over time in order to
adapt. A cell line produced through this procedure exhibits a novel characteristic or is suited to a new set
of environmental factors. (15) Adaption to suspension growth or serum-free media are two common types
of adaptation. However, the main area of interest for genetic alteration lies within nutritional modification
of meat and growth efficiency.
One example of genetically modifying meat in vitro is nutrient fortification. Stout et al successfully
engineered bovine cells to produce lab-grown beef containing beta-carotene, a plant nutrient that is
converted into vitamin A in the human body. The researchers proposed the idea of using CRISPR/Cas 9 to
nutritionally engineer meat to convey a broad assortment of health benefits not seen in regular farmed
meat (1).
Another example is by modifying myostatin. Myostatin is a negative regulator of skeletal muscle mass. By
knocking this gene out, it offers a strategy for promoting muscle growth. Yalin et al used CRISPR/Cas9 with
in vivo models and successfully doubled muscle content while reducing fat content. This offers higher
efficacy in cultivation as more “energy” is put into developing meat cells rather than expending it on fat
generation, whilst also providing a leaner, lower calorie end product (2).

CONCLUDING REMARKS:
The world population is continuously growing, and with growth comes demand for resources such as meat
and dairy. How we farm and produce food has serious detrimental effects on our population, culture, local
environment, climate and biodiversity. The agricultural arena needs to adapt. Genetic engineering is
emerging to become the leader in agricultural evolution and CRISPR/Cas9 has the flexibility, accessibility and
versatility to bring about this change.

As the global licensing leader for CRISPR/Cas9, ERS Genomics is the first port of call when developing a
commercial or research application using CRISPR/Cas9. This applies whether you’re a new biotech startup or an established life sciences organisation.
We have already completed more than 100 licence agreements across a range of life science sectors
and make patent rights available in more than 80 countries – the most comprehensive collection of
proprietary rights to CRISPR/Cas9 available.
Talk to us today to discuss your licensing needs and let our experienced team help you to leverage the
power of CRISPR/Cas9.
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